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Summary
In recent years, it was often demonstrated that the Common-
Reflection-Surface (CRS) stack produces reliable stack sec-
tions with high resolution and excellent signal-to-noise ratio.
Moreover, an entire set of physically interpretable stacking
parameters, so-called kinematic wavefield attributes, is deter-
mined as a by-product of this data-driven imaging process.
These CRS attributes may be even more important than the
stack section itself because they can be applied in further pro-
cessing to solve a number of dynamic and kinematic stacking,
modeling, and inversion problems. Utilizing them, a sophisti-
cated and highly flexible seismic reflection imaging workflow
can be established leading from the preprocessed multicover-
age data in the time domain to migrated sections in the depth
domain (Mann et al., 2003; Hertweck et al., 2003).
For this case study, a CRS-stack-based imaging workflow was
applied in a recent exploration project—leading to superior re-
sults compared to a standard processing sequence consisting
of normal- and dip-moveout corrections (NMO/DMO) and stack
with subsequent time migration and depth conversion.

Introduction
Obtaining a sufficiently accurate image, either in time or in
depth domain, is often a difficult task, especially in regions
with complex geological structure or for data with low signal-
to-noise (S/N) ratio. Therefore, it is advisable to extract as
much information as possible directly from the measured data.
The ongoing increase in available computing power makes
so-called data-driven approaches (e. g., Hubral, 1999) feasi-
ble, which, thus, have increasingly gained in relevance. The
Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) stack (e. g., Müller, 1999;
Jäger et al., 2001; Mann, 2002) is one of these methods. Be-
sides an improved zero-offset (ZO) simulation, its decisive ad-
vantage is that an entire set of kinematic wavefield (or CRS)
attributes is obtained. These attributes can be used

• for the determination of a macrovelocity model via CRS-
attribute-based tomographic inversion (Duveneck, 2004).

• to estimate physical properties of the wavefield like, e. g., the
geometrical spreading factor (Vieth, 2001) or the projected
Fresnel zone (Mann, 2002).

• to distinguish between reflection and diffraction events
(Mann, 2002).

• to determine optimal apertures for stacking and migration.

• to perform an automatic time migration (Mann, 2002).

• to handle top-surface topography (Heilmann, 2003).

• for residual static corrections using CRS operators (Koglin
and Ewig, 2003).

The seismic data used for this case study was acquired in 2003
in the close vicinity of Karlsruhe, Germany:

Shot & receiver geometry
Number of shots 213
Shot interval 50 m
Number of receivers 240
Receiver interval 50 m

Midpoint & offset geometry
Number of CMP bins 413
Maximum CMP fold 199
CMP bin interval 25 m
Maximum offset ±10 km

Recording parameters
Recording time 5 s
Sampling interval 2 ms

Frequency content
Dominant frequency 35 Hz
Maximum frequency 100 Hz

The acquisition was performed with the intention to obtain a
structural image of the subsurface relevant for a projected
geothermal power plant. The latter will be based on two bore-
holes reaching a depth of ≈ 2.5 km, where a strongly fractured
horizon of hot-water-saturated limestone is located. As the
achievable production rate depends mainly on the number of
faults reached by the partly deflected boreholes, a detailed
knowledge of the local subsurface structure is essential.

Standard processing sequence applied by a contractor:

•NMO/DMO/stack

• finite-differences (FD) time migration

• time-to-depth conversion using a macrovelocity model based
on stacking velocities.

In parallel to this, we applied the CRS-stack-based imaging se-
quence depicted in Figure 1. The individual steps and their re-
sults are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 1: CRS-stack-based imaging workflow

CRS stack
Basic features of the CRS stack for 2-D ZO simulation:

• a spatial stacking aperture is used =⇒ higher stability and
signal-to-noise ratio compared to conventional methods.

• a generalized coherence-based velocity analysis is per-
formed automatically at every ZO location =⇒ the ZO sec-
tion is produced in a purely data-driven way.

• provides three kinematic wavefield attributes for every ZO
sample =⇒ information valuable for further processing ex-
tracted as by-product.
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Figure 2: Comparison between the CRS stacking operator
(red) that corresponds to the central ray (green) and its paraxial
vicinity and the real traveltime response of the reflector (blue).

Expressed in terms of midpoint coordinate xm and half-offset h,
the second-order traveltime approximation used as CRS stack-
ing operator (Figure 2) reads

t2
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where v0 represents the near-surface velocity and (t0,x0) is
the considered ZO location. This operator is parameterized by
three kinematic wavefield attributes defined at the surface lo-
cation x0, which are,

•α, the emergence angle of the central ray,

•RNIP, the radius of the normal-incidence-point (NIP) wave-
front, and

•RN, the radius of the normal wavefront.

These attributes are related to the local properties of a reflec-
tor segment in depth, namely its location, dip, and curvature, by
means of two hypothetical eigenwave experiments (see, e. g.,
Jäger et al., 2001).

Within the course of this project, the CRS stack method was
complemented by an algorithm smoothing the obtained CRS
attributes in an event-consistent way. Afterwards, the smoothed
attributes were used for a final optimization and stacking itera-
tion, resulting in a significant enhancement of event continuity.
The final stack was restricted to the projected first Fresnel zone
calculated from the obtained CRS attributes.
The simulated ZO section, the coherence section, and two (of
three) attribute sections are shown in Figures 2-5. The coher-
ence indicates the fit between the determined CRS stacking
operators and the reflection events in the prestack data. At-
tribute values associated with very low coherence values are
masked out (black), as they are not expected to be reliable.
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CRS stack result, Profile AFigure 3: Simulated zero-offset section.
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Figure 4: Coherence section.
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Figure 5: Emergence angle section, α [◦].
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Figure 6: NIP-wavefront radius section, RNIP [km].
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Tomographic inversion
Bridging the gap between time and depth domain is one of
the crucial steps in seismic data processing. A macrovelocity
model needs to be estimated, in order to achieve a depth im-
age from the time domain pre- and/or poststack data. Fortu-
nately, such a model can be obtained directly from the CRS
stack results: the attributes RNIP and α related to the NIP
wave at a given ZO location describe the approximate multi-
offset reflection response of a common-reflection point (CRP)
in the subsurface. Therefore, the NIP wave focuses at zero
traveltime at the NIP, if propagated into the subsurface in a
correct model. This principle can be utilized for an inversion
that uses the above-mentioned attributes picked in the CRS-
stacked section to obtain a laterally inhomogeneous velocity
model. The CRS-stack-based velocity determination approach
is realized as a tomographic inversion (Duveneck and Hubral,
2002; Duveneck, 2004), in which the misfit between picked and
forward-modeled attributes is iteratively minimized in the least-
squares sense. The velocity model is defined by B-splines, i. e.,
a smooth model without discontinuities is used which is well
suited for ray-tracing applications.
In this case study, about 1000 ZO samples together with their
respective attribute values were picked in order to achieve an
appropriate resolution and reliability. To reduce the effort in-
volved in manual picking, the existing software was extended
by a module performing automatic picking based on the coher-
ence associated with the ZO samples. The picked data were
checked, using several criteria in order to discriminate outliers
and attributes related to multiples, before the tomographic in-
version process was applied. The determined velocity model is
displayed in Figure 7.
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Depth migration
Based on the macrovelocity model obtained in the previous
step, a Kirchhoff-type prestack depth migration (PreSDM) was
carried out, in which offsets up to 3 km were considered. The
necessary kinematic Green’s function tables (GFTs) were cal-
culated by means of an eikonal solver. The resulting depth-
migrated prestack data were firstly muted to avoid excessive
pulse stretch for shallow reflectors and then stacked in offset
direction in order to obtain the subsurface image displayed in
Figure 8.
Some common-image gathers (CIGs) are displayed in Fig-
ure 9, where the muting can be seen directly. As most of the
events in the CIGs are flat, we can state that the estimated
macrovelocity model is kinematically consistent with the data.
Note that no velocity model refinement was applied after the
PreSDM.
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Figure 8: Prestack depth migration result
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Figure 9: Common-image gathers

As a complementary or alternative step of our CRS-stack-
based imaging workflow a Kirchhoff-type poststack depth mi-
gration (PostSDM) was performed using the CRS-stacked sec-
tion and the determined macrovelocity model. The result is
shown in Figure 10.
Due to the fact that, unlike as for prestack migration, only the
stacked ZO section is migrated to depth, the computational
costs of the PostSDM were about 60 times lower than those
of the PreSDM. Generally, PostSDM can be advantageous in
cases of moderate structural complexity and/or poor S/N ratio.
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Figure 10: Poststack depth migration result

Discussion
The Post- as well as the PreSDM results show a good agree-
ment to existing borehole data. Many structural details can be
observed, e.g., :

• various faults and vertical offsets of reflectors.

• deflection and fracturing of reflectors.

• changes of reflector characteristics across faults.

Comparing the Pre- and PostSDM results reveals that in this
case, in which the S/N ratio is high and the subsurface structure
rather complex, PostSDM cannot fully compete with PreSDM in
view of resolution and image quality. In particular:

• the faults are clearer resolved by the PreSDM and

• the shallow area (depth < 750 m) is better imaged.

Nevertheless, there are also regions, especially at greater
depth, where some structures are better resolved by the
PostSDM. =⇒ The PostSDM result provides helpful comple-
mentary information. Both migrated sections are used for the
final geological interpretation.

A preliminary interpretation is shown in Figure 11. It was
performed to determine structure and faulting and is only a
small fraction of what may be accomplished by a quantitative
interpretation of, e. g., reflector characteristics.
From the interpreter’s point of view (HotRock EWK Offen-
bach/Pfalz GmbH), the CRS-stack-based imaging results have
some major advantages compared to the standard processing
results (not shown here):

•Generally higher resolution of reflectors and faults, particu-
larly in the target area.

• Lateral variations in reflector characteristics can easier be
observed.

•More reliable depth location of reflectors, according to well
data and other geological and geophysical information.

•Faults may be traced from near-surface up to a depth of
about 3 km.
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Figure 11: Preliminary structural interpretation

Conclusions
The great potential of our seismic imaging approach based on
kinematic wavefield attributes obtained by the CRS stack was
demonstrated in a recent exploration project.
Due to the fact that a standard processing sequence was car-
ried out in parallel, the reliability and high quality of the results
of our imaging workflow could be proven.
The target area and particularly the existing faults were imaged
clearly. This verified the high grade of tectonic displacement
necessary to ensure a sufficiently large production rate of the
projected geothermal power plant.
=⇒ With the obtained results, a good basis for the final geo-
logical interpretation and a successful drilling is available.
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